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Katholische Universitat Eichstatt 
It is shown that the.rate of convergence in the von Mises conditions of 
extreme value theory determines the distance of the underlying distribu-
tion function F from a generalized Pareto distribution. The distance is 
measured in terms of the pertaining densities with ~he limit being ulti-
mately attained if and only if F is ultimately a generalized Pareto distribu-
tion. 
Consequently, the rate of convergence of the extremes in an lid sample, 
whether in terms of the distribution of the largest order statistics or of 
corresponding empirical truncated point processes, is determined by the 
rate of convergence in the von Mises condition. We prove that the converse 
is also true. 
O. Introduction. Let Xl"'" Xn be iid random variables with common 
distribution function (= df) F and denote by X 1 :n :s: .,. ~ Xn:n the corre-
sponding order statistics. 
It is well known that (Xn:n - bn)/a n converges in distribution to some 
nondegenerate limiting distribution G for some choice of constants an> 0, 
bn E !R if and only if for any integer k the random vector «Xn- i + l :n -
bn)/an);_l converges in distribution to G(k) having Lebesgue density 
g(k)(XI,.·., Xk) = G(Xk)n;_IG'(Xi)/G(x) if Xl > ... > xk and zero else-
where [Dwass (1966) and Weissman (1975); a corresponding result for the 
variational distance is proved in Theorem 5.3.4 in Reiss (1989)]. In this case we 
say that F is in the domain of attraction of G, that is, FE 9(G). 
Since the classical article by Gnedenko (1943) it is known that G must be of 
one of the following types, where a'> 0: G1,a(x):= exp( -x-a), x> 0, (Frechet), G 2,a(X):= exp( -( -x)a), x:s: 0, (reversed Weibull) and GS<x):= 
exp( -e-X ), X E !R, (Gumbel distribution). 
Gnedenko (1943) gave in addition necessary and sufficient conditions for F 
to belong to the domain of attraction of each of the above limits. The 
specification of the auxiliary function in Gnedenko's characterization is due to 
de Haan (1970). These necessary and sufficient conditions are a bit complex, 
whereas the following sufficient conditions which are due to von Mises (1936) 
proved to be widely and easily applicable. 
Assume that F has a positive derivative f on [xo, w(F», where Xo < 
w(F) := sup{x E !R: F(x) < 1}. Then FE 9(GI,a)' 9(G 2,,,), 9(G3) if (VM1), 
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(VM2) and (VM3) is satisfied, respectively, where 
(VM1) . xf(x) w(F) = 00 and hm = a, 
,,-+00 1 - F(x) 
(VM2) lun' (w(F) - x) f(x) w(F) < 00 and = a, 
" t w(F) 1 - F( x ) 
j W(F) ) (1 - F(u) du < 00, 
-00 
(VM3) 
. l W(F) 2 hm f(x) (1 - F(u» du/(l - F(x» = 1. 
".t w(F) " 
It will later turn out that the following strengthening of (VM3) will be crucial 
for the case FE 9(Gs)' Suppose that F has a positive derivative f on [xo, w(F» such that for some c E (0,00) 
(VM3') lim f(x) = c. 
,,-+w(F) 1 - F(x) 
Note that (1 - F(x)Y = -f(x) and (g(F)(1 - F(u» duY = -(1 - F(x» and 
thus, (VM3') implies (VM3) by I'Hopital's rule. 
By using the well-known fact that lim" -+"" x(l - <I>(x»/cp(x) = 1 for the 
standard normal df <I> and its density cp, it is, for example, straightforward to 
show that <I> satisfies (VM3)but not (VM3'). On the other hand, distributions 
with differentiable upper tail of Gamma type, that is, lim"-+",, F'(x)/ 
«bP /f(p»e-b"xP-l) = 1 with b, p > 0 satisfy (VM3'), whereas F with F' of 
Weibull type, that is, lim"-+",,F'(x)/(bpxp-1exp(-bxP» = 1 with b,p > 0 
and p .p 1 satisfies (VM3) but not (VM3'). With p = 1 we obtain the particular 
(gamma) case of an exponential type distribution which satisfies (VM3'). 
(VM1) is, for example, satisfied for F with differentiable upper tail of 
Cauchy type, whereas triangular-type distributions satisfy (VM2). 
. Since the von Mises conditions require differentiability of F, one can 
analyze the implications of these conditions among those df's whose densities 
exist. Consequently, it was shown by Falk (1985) that (VMl)-(VM3) imply 
pointwise convergence of the density f~k)(X) of the distribution of 
«Xn- i +1:n - bn)/an)f_l to g(k)(X) as n tends to infinity for any kEN, 
which, by Scheffe's lemma, entails its uniform convergence, that is, uniformly 
over all Borel sets, to G(k). By using the concept of regularly varying functions, 
Sweeting (1985) showed that (VM1)-(VM3) are actually equivalent to the 
locally uniform convergence of f~k) to g(k). A closely related characterization 
requiring higher derivatives of F was established by Pickands (1986). For a 
discussion of earlier related results we refer to Section 2.11 of the monograph 
by Galambos (1987). 
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Denote now by {W1,er' W2,er' Wa: a > O} the class of generalized Pareto 
distribution functions (= gPdfs), that is, W(x):= 1 + log(G(x» if 1je !5; 
G(x) s 1, yielding 
W1,er(x) = 1 - x-er, 
W2,er(x) = 1 - (-xt, 
Wa(x) = 1 - exp( -x), 
x> 1, 
xE[-l,O], 
x ~ O. 
Notice that W1,er is the standard Pareto distribution, Wa the standard 
exponential and W2 1 the uniform distribution on [-1, 0]. The importance of 
gPds in extreme v8Iue theory was first observed by Pickands (1975), who 
showed that, roughly speaking, F belongs to the domain of attraction of an 
extreme value distribution G if, and only if, the conditional distribution 
(F(x) - F(xo»j(l - F(xo» is approximately given by an appropriately shifted 
gPd if Xo is large [see also Reiss (1989), Theorem 5.1.1]. 
One of the significant properties of gPd's is the fact that only in this case 
the uniform distance between the distribution F~k) of«Xn - i + 1 : n ....: bn)jan)~=l 
and its limiting distribution G(k) is of order O(kjn) for any k E {l, ... , n}, 
n E N [Reiss (1981), Theorem 2.6 and 3.2 and Falk (1989), Theorem 10]. 
Actually, gPd's are the only distributions under which the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov distance between F~k) and G(k) converges to zero for any sequence 
k = k(n) of integers satisfying kjn -+ n -->00 0 [Falk (1990), Theorem 2]. 
It is therefore obvious that gPd's do not only play a crucial role in extreme 
value theory if the joint distribution of the k largest observations is consid-
ered, which is usually done in statistical applications [see, e.g. Smith (1987)]; in 
addition, gPd's provide a useful unifying approach to the rate of convergence 
of extremes, since the rate of convergence of «Xn- i +1 : n - bn)/an)~=l to G(k) 
is determined by the (one-dimensional) distance of the underlying df F from 
the corresponding gPd W = 1 + log G [Falk (1985), (1986) and Reiss (1989), 
Section 5.2]. 
Next observe that the limiting values a and 1 are attained for x near w(F) 
if a suitable gPd is plugged into the von Mises condition (VM1)-(VM3'). In 
view of the preceding considerations one might therefore conjecture that the 
rate at which the limit is attained in (VM1)-(VM3') determines the distance of 
F from a corresponding gPd. The verification of this conjecture, which we will 
carry out in Section 2, is a major goal of the present manuscript. As an 
immediate consequence, the rate of convergence in (VM1)-(VM3') determines 
the rate of convergence of extremes, measured by the uniform distance 
d(F~k),G(k»):= sup Ip{((Xn- i + 1 : n - bn)/an)~_l E B} - G(k)(B)I, 
BEl8k 
where IEBk denotes the Borel-u-algebra on ~k and F~k) the distribution of the 
vector «Xn- i + 1 : n - bn)/an)~=l (see Section 3). 
In Section 1 we will establish in Lemma 1.1 an equivalent formulation of 
the von Mises conditions (VM1)-(VM3) in terms of expansions of densities, 
which will be a basic auxiliary result for all subsequent ones. As a consequence 
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of Lemma 1.1 we can show that the limits in (VM1)-(VM3) are attained for x 
near w(F) if, and only if, F is ultimately a gPd. In Theorem 2.2 of the present 
paper we will then utilize Lemma 1.1 to prove that the distance d(FJk ), G(k» is 
determined by the rate of convergence in (VM1)-(VM3'). In Section 3 we will 
prove that the converse is also true. 
1. An alternative formulation of von Mises conditions via densities 
of gPds. Denote by w1,a' w2,a, Ws the densities of W1,a' W2,a' Ws, that is, 
W (x) = ax-(l+a) 1,0 , 
W 2,a(x) = a( _x)a-l, 
ws(x) = exp( -x), 
x ~ 1, 
xE[-l,O], 
x ~ O. 
The following equivalent formulations of (VM1)-(VM3') will be a basic tool for 
the derivation of our subsequent results. 
1.1 LEMMA. Assume that F has a positive density f on [xo, w(F» for some 
Xo < w(F) and let the remainder functions TJ: [xo, w(F» ~ ~ defined below 
satisfy TJ(x) ~ 0 as x ~ w(F). 
(i) Suppose that w(F) = 00. Then 
xf(x) 
1 _ F(x) = a(l + TJl(X), 
i{and only if the conditional density f(x)/(l - F(xo» admits the expansion 
f(x) W I a(x) 
F() -W ()(1+ TJ 1(X)ll,a(X), x~xo, 1 - Xo 1 l,a Xo 
where 
ll,a(X) = exp{ -a f~(TJl(t)/t) dt}. 
(ii) Suppose that w(F) < 00. Then 
( w( F) - x) f( x) 
1 _ F(x) = a(l + TJ2(X), X E [xo, w(F), 
if and only if 
f(x) 
X E [xo, w(F), 
where 
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(Hi) Suppose that f:JC~(F)(1 - F(u» du < 00. Define 
1"'(F) U(x) := (1 - F(t» dt/(l - F(x» x 
and 
H(x) := (1 + 7]3(X»/U(x). 
Then 
1",(F) 2 f(x) (1 - F(u» du/(l - F(x» = 1 + 7]3(X), x 
if and only if 
f(x) W3(X) { IX } 1 _ W3(XO) H(x)exp - xo(H(t) - 1) dt , 
In this case we have 
. f(x) 
H(x) = 1 - F(x) 
X E [xo, w(F», 
(iv) Let w{F)' be arbitrary. We have for some c > 0, 
f(x) 
1 _ F(x) = c(l + 7]3'(X», x E [xo, w(F» 
if and only if 
f(x) 
where 
Lemma 1.1 entails a formulation of the von Mises conditions in terms of 
. gPd's. Note that the functions 1 are slowly varying. We remark that an 
alternative formulation relating F to a gPd W in terms of differentiably slow 
varying remainders might be possible; for the definition of the class of regu-
larlyvarying functions of higher differentiable order and their implications for 
asymptotic expansions in extreme value theory we refer to Sweeting (1989). 
The present formulation of the auxiliary result 1.1 with specified remainder 
function l{x) is, however, especially tailored for later purposes; in particular 
the present formulation implies that the density f{x) of F is asymptotically 
equivalent with the density of a suitably shifted gPd as x tends to w{F), if and 
only if the remainder function l(x) has a limit in ~ as x -+ w{F) (cf. Proposi-
tion 2.1). 
Letting 7] of Lemma 1.1 be identically zero, we obtain that the limits in 
(VM1)-(VM3') are attained for x near w{F) if and only if F is ultimately a 
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gPd. Notice that the function U defined 'in (iii) satisfies (d/dx)U(x) = 7]a(x) 
for x ~ xo. 
1.2 COROLLARY. 
(i) The condition xf(x)/(1 - F(x» = a for all x ~ Xo is equivalent to 
f(x) = col/aWI,a(col/ax) 
for x E [xo• oo). where Co = (1 - F(xo»/(l - WI /xo»' 
(ii) The condition (w(F) - x) f(x)/(l - F(x» = a for all x E [xo• w(F» is 
equivalent to 
f(x) = C~/aW2,a(C~/a(x - w(F») 
for x E [xo• w(F». where Co = (1 - F(xo»/(l - W2,a(x - w(F»). 
(iii) The condition f(x)J:(F)(l - F(u»du/(l - F(X»2 = 1 for all x E 
[x o• w(F» is equivalent to 
f(x) = cowa(co(x - xo) -log(l - F(xo») 
for x E [xo• w(F» with Co = f(xo)/(l - F(xo»' 
(iv) The condition f(x)/(l - F(x» = c E (0. 00) for all x E [xo• w(F» is 
equivalent to 
f(x) =cwa(c(x-xo) -log(l-F(xo»). xE [xo.w(F». 
For the proof of Lemma 1.1 we need the following lemma. 
1.3 LEMMA. Let g and h be positive measurable functions defined on some 
interval [xo• Xl) such that g(u)/u and h(u)/u are integrable on [xo• Xl)' If 
g(x)exp{~:g(U )/UdU} = h(X)exp{~:h( U)/UdU}. Xo ~ x < Xl> 
then g = h. 
PROOF. Define for x E [xo• Xl) 
G(x) = exp{~:g(U)/UdU} 
and 
H(x) = exp{~:h(U)/UdU}. 
Then G and. H are absolutely continuous functions with derivative 
G/(x) = g(x) exp{lXg (U) dU}. 
x Xo u 
hex) {xh(U) } H'(x) = --exp f --du • 
x . Xo U 
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for Lebesgue almost any x E [xo, Xl)' Hence (G - HY = 0 almost everywhere 
and G(xo) = H(xo) = 0 implies G == H. But then we have 
jXg(u)/udu = jXh(u)/udu 
Xo Xo 
and thus 
g(x)/x = h(x)/x almost everywhere. 
Since g/h is a continuous function we conclude that g(x) = h(x) for all 
x E [xo, Xl)' 0 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1.1. (i): We have 
f(x) ax-(l+a) xf(x) 1 - F(x) xoa 
1 - F(xo) xoa a(1 - F(x» 1 - F(xo) x-a 
W l a(x) 1 - F(x) 1 - Wl a(XO) 
1 - W1,a(xo) (1 + 71l(X») 1 - F(xo) 1 - W:.'a(x) . 
By elementary calculations, we get 
j
x 1 - F(x) 1 - W1,a(X O) 
-a xo711(t)/tdt = log 1- F(x
o
) +log 1 - W1,a(x) . 
Taking into account the definition of ll,a' the "if" part of the assertion is 
shown. 
The converse is proved if 
xf(x) {f x feu) } 
1 - F( x) exp - Xo 1 - F( u) du 




1 _ F(x) = a(1 + 71l(X»). 
But this follows from Lemma 1.3. 
(ii) and (iv): These parts are proven in a similar way to 0). 
(iii): If 1 + 71ix) = f(x)f;,(F)(1 - F(t»dt/(1 - F(X»2, then we get H(x) = 
f(x)/(1 - F(x». The asserted expansion is now obtained from elementary 
calculations. 
The converse follows from Lemma 1.3, since 
1 ~~~X) exp{ - ~: 1 ~~t) dt) = H(X)exp{ - ~:H(t) dt} 
implies f(x)/(1 - F(x» = H(x),x ~ Xo' 0 
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It was shown in Falk (1985, 1986) and Reiss [(1989), Section 5], that the 
distance d(F~k), G(k» is determined by the rate at which the remainder 
function h(x) tends to zero as x tends to w(F), if the underlying density f 
satisfies the expansion 
(1) f(x) = w(x)(1 + h(x» 
for x E (xo, w(F». The preceding. Lemma 1.1 entails that f formally admits 
such an expansion if one of the von Mises conditions (VM1)-(VM3') is satis-
fied. The remaining is left whether the remainder term h actually converges to 
zero, and if so, at what rate. This will be investigated in the next section. 
2. Expansions of densities involving the remainder term of von 
Mises conditions. In this section we utilize the results of the preceding 
section to investigate the rate at which the remainder term h in the represen-
tation (1) converges to zero, depending on the remainder term occurring in the 
von Mises condition. The following result shows that the underlying df F is 
asymptotically tail equivalent with a gPd if and only if the remainder function 
Tt in the von Mises conditions (VM1)-(VM3') converges to zero fast enough. 
2.1 PROPOSITION. (i) Suppose that F satisfies (VM1). Then 
. f(x) . 1 - F(x) {A, for some A> 0, 
hm =hm =0 
x .... OO w1.a(x) x .... OO 1 - W1.a(x) 00' 
, 
( 
_.: IOg( A(1 - W1.a(xo - w( F) » ) for some A :> 0, 
= jOO7h(t)dt= a 1-F(xo) , 
Xo t 00, 
-00. 
(ii) Suppose that F satisfies (VM2). Then 
1
. f( x) 
Im 
xtcu(F) w2•a(x - w(F» 
. 1 _ F(x) . {.A' for some A > 0, 
= hm = 0, 
xfw(F) 1 - W2•a(x - w(F» 00, 
= jW(F) Tt2( t) dt 
Xo w(F) - t 
( 
1 (A(1-W2•a (xo -W(F»») 
= -;.log 1-F(xo) , for some A > 0, 
00, 
-00. 
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(iii) Suppose that F satisfies (VM3) with w(F) = (X) and put again for x ~ Xo 
U(x) = [0(1_ F(t» dt/(1 - F(x» 
x 
and 
H(x) = f(x)/(1 - F(x» = (1 + 7J3(X»/U(x). 
Then we· have for some A, c E (0, (0), 
lim f(x) = A 
X-HO cw3( ex) 
lim 
1 - F(x) 1 
---- = A and lim U(x) =-
x .... OO 1 - W3( ex) X"" 00 c 
lim 1 - F(x) = A and loo7J3(t) dt E ~ 
x .... OO 1 - W3(ex) Xo 
~ lim H(x) = c such that loo(H(t) - c) dt E ~. 
X"" 00 ~ 
(iv) Suppose that F satisfies (VM3'). Then we have for some c > 0, 
. f(x) . 1 - F(x) {A, for some A> 0, 
lim = lim = 0, 
x .... "'(F) CW3( ex) x .... "'(F) 1 - W3( ex) 00, 
100 1 (A(1 - W3(CXo») w(F) = (X) and 7J3,(t) dt = - -log . _ F() , Xo cl· Xo 
~ w( F) < (X) or w( F) = (X) and loo7J3'( t) dt = 00, 
Xo 
w(F) = (X) and loo7J3,(t) dt = -(X). 
Xo 
REMARKS. 
(i) The preceding result reveals that the underlying density f is, for 
x ~ w(F), proportional to the density w of a suitably scaled gPd 
f(x) = w(x)(l + h(x», x ~ xo, with h(x) ~x-+"'(F) 0, 
if and only if the remainder term 17(X) in (VM1)-(VM3') converges to zero fast 
enough, that is, if and only if fx~(F)7Jl(t)/tdt E ~,fx~(F)7J2(t)/(w(F) - t)dt E ~ 
or fx~(F)7J3(t) dt E ~. By Lemma 1.1 these conditions can be summarized as the 
condition: limx -+00 l(x) exists in ~ with necessarily w(F) = (X) in case (VM3'). In 
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particular we have in this case 
w (x) = Aw (x) = A -l/aw (A -l/aX) 1 l,a I,ll' 
(2) w2(x) = AW2,a(x - w(F» = Al/aW2,a(Al/a(x - w(F»), 
ws(x) = Aews(cx) = ews(ex -log A). 
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(ii) Suppose that F is differentiable near w(F) = 00 with positive derivative 
f. By Proposition 2.l(iii) and l'Hopital's rule we have for some A, e > 0 and Xo 
large: 
F satisfies (VM3) and lim f\X» = A 
x-+oo ews ex 
~ lim H(x) = e and joo(H(x) - e)dx E ~ 
x-+oo ~ 
~ F satisfies (VM3') and lim f(t» = A. 
x-+oo ews ex 
This result shows that (VM3') is the appropriate von Mises condition on F to 
ensure the expansion of its density via a gPd density. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.1. 0): From (VM1) and Lemma 1.1(i) we obtain 
the two representations 
f(x) wl a(x) 1 - F(x) 
1 - Wl,a(x) 1 - F{xo) (1 + l1l{X» 1 - F{xo) 
w l a{x) 
These two equations imply 
1 - F(x) 
1 - Wl,a{x) (1 + l1l(X» 
1 - F{xo) 
1 - Wl,a(XO) (1 + l1l(X»ll,a(X), 
from which the assertion follows since l1l(X) -+ x .... oo o. 
(ii) and (iv) follow in complete analogy. 
(Hi): From the representation f(x) = (1 - F(x)X1 + l1s(X»/U(x), x ;:::: Xo, 
and the equality wa(x) = 1 - Ws(x), x > 0, we obtain that 
f(x) 1 - F(x) 1 + l1s(X) 
ews{ex) 1 - Ws{ex) eU{x) , x;:::: xo' 
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Moreover, from Lemma 1.1(iii) we obtain the representation 
f(x) 1 - F(xo) H(x) { x } ( ) = 1 _ Wo ( ) -- exp - 1 (H (y) - c) dy . 
cw 3 ex 3 ex c Xo 
The assertion is now immediate from the fact that 173(X) -+X->QO 0, U(x) = 
J:
0
17aCt) dt + Co, x > Xo, with Co = U(xo) and I'Hopital's rule. 0 
The following main result of this section is now a consequence of the 
'representation of f via a gPd. It will ill: particular entail the fact that the 
distance d(FAk), a<k» is determined by the rate at which 17(X) converges to 
zero as x tends to w(F) (see Theorem 3.1 below). 
2.2 THEOREM. 
(i) Suppose that F satisfies one of the von Mises conditions (VM1), (VM2) 
and (VM3') with w(F) = 00,0,00 in case i = 1,2,3' and remainder term 17 
satisfying . 
{
O(X-a ), if i = 1, 
17i(X) = 0( _x)a), if i = 2, 
O(e-aX ), ifi=3', 
for some a > ° as x tends to w(F). Then there exist c > 0, d E IR with d = 0 in 
case i = 1,2 such that 
as x -+ w(F) with 
f(x) = cw(cx - d)(l + h(x» 
if i = 1, 
if i = 2, 
ifi=3'. 
(ii) Suppose that F satisfies (VM3) with w(F) = 00 such that 
173(X) = O(e-aX ) 
for some a > 0 as x tends to infinity. Then 
:~ U(x) = 1~ ({'(1 - F(t» dtl(l - F(X») =: lie 
exists in [0,00) and there exist xo, d E IR such that for x ~ Xo, 
f(x) = cw3(ex - d)(l + h3(x») with h3(x) -+x->QO 0, 
if and only if lie> O. In this case we have 
h3(x) = O(e-aX ) 
as x tends to infinity. 
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PROOF. Part i = 1: The assertion follows from the expansion 
f(x) = Wl,a'A(X)[ 1 ~ ~F(X(~ ) ll,a(x)(1 + 771(X))] 
l,a,A 0 
=Wl,a'A(X)[exp{af'771~t) dt}(1 + 771(X))] , 
with Wl,a,A(X) = AW1,a(X) = A -l/aWl,a(A -l/ax ) if we show that 
exp{af'771~t) dt}{1 + 771(X)) -1 = O(x-a ). 
But this is immediate from a Taylor expansion of exp(z) at zero, the condition 
771(X) = O(x-a ) and elementary computations. The other parts are proved in 
complete analogy. 0 
It is worth mentioning that under suitable conditions also the reverse 
implications in Theorem 2.2 hQld. For the proof of this result, which is 
Theorem 2.4 below, we need the following lemma. 
2.3 LEMMA. Suppose that F, G are df's having positive derivatives f, g 
near w(F) = w(G). If t/J ~ 0 is a decreasing function defined on a neighbor-
hood of w(F) with limx .... w(F) t/J(x) = 0 such that 
If(x)/g(x) - 11 = O(t/J(x)), 
then 
1(1 - G(x))/(1 - F(x») - 11 = O(t/J(x)). 
PROOF. The assertion is immediate from the inequalities 
1
1 - G(x) _ 11 ;:S; jW(F)1 f(t) _ 11 dG(t) 




- x 1 - F(x) 
1 - G(x) 
;:S; Ct/J(x) 1 _ F(x) , 
where C is some positive constant. Recall that t/J is decreasing. 0 
2.4 THEOREM. Suppose that F satisfies one of the von Mises conditions 
(VM1)-(VM3), (VM3') with w(F) = 00,0,00 in case i = 1,2,3 together with the 
expansion 
f(x) = w(x)(1 + h(x)) 
for x near w(F) for some suitably scaled gPd W with w(F) = w(W). If the 
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remainder term h satisfies for some a > 0, 
{
O(X-a ), if i = 1, 
h(x) = 0( _x)a), if i = 2, 
O(e-aX ), if i = 3,3', 
as x ~ w(F), then the remainder term 'YJ in (VM1)-(VM3), (VM3') is of the 
same order, that is, 
{
O(X-a), if i = 1, 
7](x) = 0( _x)a), if i = 2, 
O(e-aX ), if i = 3,3'. 
PROOF. Part i = 1: Write h1,a(x) = f(x)lw(x) - 1 and 
1 - W(x) f(x) 
7h(x) = 1 _ F(x) w(x) - 1 
"(l-W(X) )f(X) 
= 1 - F(x) - 1 w(x) + h1,a(x). 
The condition h1,a(x) = O(x-a) then obviously implies 7]l(X) = O(x-a) by 
utilizing Lemma 2.3 with "'(x) = x-a. Parts i = 2 and i = 3' are shown in 
complete analogy. Part i = 3: In this case we have the representations 
haCx) = f(x)lw(x) - 1 and 
( 
1 - W(x) U(x) ) f(x) 
7]3(X) = 1 _ F(x) 1/c - 1 w(x) + h 3(x), 
where 1/c = limx .... oo U(X) exists in (0, (0) by Proposition 2.l(iii). The assertion 
now follows from Lemma 2.3 with ",(x) = e-ax and elementary computations 
showing that IU(x) - 1/cl = O(",(x» as well. 0 
3. Rates of convergence of extremes. In this section we investigate 
the relationship between the rate of convergence of extremes and the remain-
der terms in the von Mises conditions. The following result is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 5.5.5 in Reiss (1989). 
3.1 THEOREM. Suppose that F satisfies one of the von Mises conditions 
(VM1), (VM2) or (VM3') with the remainder term 7] satisfying 
" {o(x-aa ), 'ifi = 1, 
7]i(X) = 0( _x)aa), ifi = 2, 
O(e-ax ), ifi = 3', 
for some 8 > ° as x tends to w(F) = 00,0,00, i = 1,2,3'. Then there exists a 
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positive constant D such that for any kEN, 
sup Ip{(Xn- i+1 : n - dn)jcn)~_l E B} - G(k)(B)1 
BE8k 
~ D( (kjn )8k 1/ 2 + kjn), 
where d n = 0, cn = (An)l/a if i = 1, d n = 0, cn = (An)-l/a if i = 2, d n = 
log(An)jc, and Cn = 1jc ifi = 3'. 
REMARKS. 
(i) The conclusion of the preceding result remains valid if we replace the 
condition that F satisfies (VM3') by (VM3) together with the assumption that 
limx --"'0 U(x) > 0. Recall that by Proposition 2.l(iii), 17a(X) = 0(e-8x ) implies 
that limx--+ oo U(x) exists in [0,00) anyway. I 
(ii) The two terms kjn and (kjn)8k 1/ 2 of,the bound in the preceding 
result appear for different reasons. While kjn is the best possible rate which 
is attained only by a gPd [Falk (1989, 1990)], the term (kjn)8k 1/ 2 resembles 
the vicinity of the gPd W given by the order of the remainder function 17; see 
Theorem 3.2 below. Notice that (kjn)8k 1/ 2 ~ kjn if ~ ~ L 
(iii) Theorem 3.1 entails also that the Hellinger distance between empirical 
truncated point processes and Poisson point processes, as established in Falk 
and Reiss (1992), is determined by the rate at which the limit in the von Mises 
conditions (VM1)-(VM3') is attained. A corresponding result has been estab-
lished by Kaufmann and Reiss (1992). Asymptotic expansions of length 2 for 
the pointwise distance IFn(anx + bn)- G(x)1 under von Mises conditions 
were established by Radtke (1988) [see Problems 5.14 and 5.15 of Reiss 
(1989)]; for expansions of length one we refer to Section 2.4 of the book by 
Resnick (1987). 
Next we will prove that under·suital>le regularity conditions also the reverse 
implication of Theorem 3.1 holds, that is, we will prove that if for some 
an > 0, bn E IR and some ~ E (0,1], 




0(X-8a ), X ~ xo, if i = 1, 
17i(x) = 0( _x)lla), Xo ~ X < 0, if i = 2, 
O(e-IlCX ) , x~xo, ifi=3'. 
Consequently, we obtain from Theorem 2.2 that (3) already implies the 
expansion 
f(x) = w(x)(l + h(x)), 
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for some suitably scaled gPd w with 
{
0(X-8U ), x ~ xo, if i = 1, 
hex) = 0( _X)8U), Xo ~ x < 0, if i = 2, 
0(e-8cx ), x~xo, ifi=3'. 
These results show that the above growth conditions on the remainder 
function h occur naturally, if the extremes approach their limiting distribu-
tion G with a power of the sample size. 
First we state the required conditions. Suppose that F satisfies one of the 
von Mises conditions (VMl) with a > 0, (VM2) with a ~ 1 and (VM3') with 
w(F) = 00,0,00 such that 
[1O'Tll(t)/tdtE~, incase (VMl) , 
Xo 
(4) fO 'Tl2( t) /t dt E~, in case (VM2) , 
Xo 
foo'TlS'( t) dt E~, in case (VM3'). 
Xo 
We require further that 'Tl be proportional to some ultimately monotone 
function r, that is, 
(5) lim 'Tl(x)/r(x) = 1, 
x-+w(F) 
and r(x) is monotone for x near w(F). 
We will need the preceding condition (5) to ensure that the rate at which 
Jxw(F)'Tlt<t)/tdt, Jx°'Tl2(t)/tdt or J:'Tls,(t)dt converge to zero as x ~ w(F) carries 
over to the rate at which 'Tli(X) approaches 0, i = 1,2,3'. 
Now we are ready to formulate the inverse of Theorem 3.1. 
3.2 THEOREM. Suppose that F satisfies conditions (4) and (5). If for some 
an> 0, bn E ~ and some 5 E (0, 1], 
suplFn(anx + bn) - G(x)1 = O(n-8), 
xE!R 
and lan/cn - 11 + Ibn - dnl/cn = O(n-8), then 
{
0(X-8U ), x ~ xo, in case (VMl) , that is, i = 1, 
'Tli(X) = 0( _X)8u), Xo ~ x < 0, in case (VM2) , that is, i = 2, 
0(e-8cx ), x ~ xo, in case (VM3') , that is, i = ~', 
where again c = limx -+ co f(x)/(1 - F(x». 
REMARK. Proposition 2.1 shows that if condition (4) is satisfied, the df F is 
tail equivalent to a suitably scaled gPd, that is, there exist a > 0, b E ~ such 
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that 
(6) lim 1 - F( x ) = 1. 
x--.w(F) 1 - W«x - b)/a) 
From Lemma 2.2.3 in Galambos (1987).we therefore deduce that 
(7) 
necessarily implies 
suplFn(anx + bn) - Gi(x)1 ~n--'oo 0 
xE!R 
an 
---1 c n--'OO , 
n 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2. We prove only the case (VM3')j the other cases can 
be shown in complete analogy and are therefore omitted. 
Define 
R( x) := 1001'13'( t) dt, 
x 
From (VM3') and (4) we deduce the representation 
log(l - F(x» = -c lx1 + 1'I3,(t) dt + Co 
xo 
= -c(x - xo) + C~ + c [.<i1'/3,(t) dt 
x 
= -c( x - xo) + c 100 1'I3,(t) dt 
x 
= -c(x - Xo) + cR(x), x ~ Xo 
for some fixed constants Co, Co, Xo E II\t 
From the condition sUPxERIFn(anx + bn ) - Ga<x)1 = O(n-8 ) we therefore 
obtain 
sup 1(1 - exp{ -c( anx + bn - xo) + cR( anx + bn)}) - exp( -e-X ) 1 
x~xo 
= sup /(1 - n- 1 exp{ -c(anx + bn - Xo -log(n)/c) 
x~xo 
= O(n-8 ), 
which implies Xo = log(A)/c (recall that R(anx + bn) ~n-+oo 0 since anx + bn 
-------
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~ 00). Consequently, we have 
sup 1(1- n- l exp{ -x + eR(anx + bn)}t - exp( -e-X)I = O(n-B). 
X~Xo 
Since 
sup lexp( -e-X) - (1 - e-X/n)nl = O(n-l), 
X~Xo 
we have 
sup 1(1- n- l exp{ -x + eR(anx + bn)}t - (1 - e-x /n)nl = O(n-B). 
X~Xo 
Define now the auxiliary function g: ~ ~ [0,00) by g(t) := (1 - e-t/n)n. Then 
g'(t) = (1 - e-t/n)n-le-t and we can write, by using Taylor's formula, 
sup 1(1 - n- l exp{ -x + eR(anx + bn)}t - (1 - e-x/n(1 
X~Xo 
= sup Ig(x - eR(anx + bn») - g(x)1 
X~Xo 
= sup Ig'ax)cR(anx + bn)1 
X~Xo 
~ Csup lexp( -x)R(anx + bn)1 
X~Xo 
for some appropriate fixed constant C> 0 if n is large, where ~x is between x 
and x - cR(anx + bn). Consequently, we have 
(8) sup lexp( -x)R( anx + bn) 1= O(n -B). 
X~Xo 
We claim that (8) implies 
(9) R(x) = O( exp( -Sex» 
as x ~ 00. Condition (5) then implies that 
'173'(X) = O(exp( -Sex», x ~ 00, 
as well. 
We will prove (9) by a contradiction. Suppose that (9) is not true; then there 
exists a sequence Xn ~n .... oooo such that IR(xn)exp(Sexn)1 ~n .... oooo. We can find 
a sequence m(n) ~n .... oo 00 of positive integers such that 
where K/a> 1. Such a sequence m(n) exists since for any sequence 
y n ~ n ...... 00 we can find a sequence m' (n) ~ n ...... 00 of integers such that 
Yn -log(m'(n)) ~n ...... 0 and since bn - Xo + log(n)/c ~ 0 as n ~ 00. From 
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(8) we obtain 
O(m(n)-Il) = suplexp( -(&0 + En)/am(n»)R(Kxo + En + bm(n») I 
n 
= suplexp( -(Kxo + En)/am(n»)R(xn)I 
n 
= SUp lexp( - (Kxo + En)/am(n»)R( xn)exp( 8cxn) 
n 
xexp( -8c(Kxo + En + bm(n) -x~ - c-1log(m(u»))m(n)-1l1 
~ Cm(n) -Il SUp I R(xn)exp( 8cxn) I 
n 
for some suitable fixed constant C > 0, since an c -. 1, bn - d n -. ° as n -. 00. 
Multiplying both sides of the above inequality by m(n)1l we obtain that 
suPnIR(xn)exp(8cxn)1 is finite; but this is the desired contradiction. Conse-
quently, (9) is shown, which completes the proof. 0 
The following result is now immediate from Theorem 2.2. 
3.3 COROLLARY. Suppose that F satisfies conditions (3) and (4). Iffor some 
8 E (0,1] and some an > 0, bn E IR as in Theorem 3.2, 
suplFn(anx + bn) - G(x)1 = O(n-Il), 
xelR 
then the density f of F admits the expansion 
f(x) = w(x)(1 + hex»~, X E [xo, cu(F»), 
where w(x) is the density of the scaled gPd W«x - b)/a) with a > 0, b E IR as 
in (2), such that 
{
O(X- Ila ), X ~ Xo 
hex) = 0( _X)lla), Xo s; X < 0, 
O(e - Ilcx ), x ~ XO' 
in case (VM1) , 
in case (VM2), 
in case (VM3'). 
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